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Subject(s): Doctor Tang, Kidney Transplant, Jinan Military No.153 Hospital
Summary
1. In the quickest case, it is very quick, really fast! We had a patient who came in one
day and got it done the next day.
2. The average wait time is three months for a transplant surgery.
3. I’m not sure about the price, please ask the director.
4. We have over 60 beds.
Translation
Investigator: Hi, hello! Is this Director Qiu?
Nurse: No. This is the Nurses’ Station.
Investigator: I know (this must be a hospital). Is this Jinan Military No.153 Hospital?
Nurse: Ah, yes.
Investigator: I’m looking for Director Qiu, is he available today?
Nurse: Director Qiu is on the daytime shift.
Investigator: (He is on) the daytime shift, oh, is there a doctor on duty for the night shift?
Nurse: Yes. Doctor Tang is here.
Investigator: Oh, that’s Doctor Tang, so, could you please find him for me? I have several
questions for him, as my husband needs a kidney transplant.

Nurse: About a kidney transplant, right?
Investigator: Yes.
Nurse: Ah, okay, sure, good, let me check.
Investigator: Okay, thanks!
(Doctor is on the phone)
Dr. Tang: Hello?
Investigator: Hi, hello, are you Doctor Tang? I’m from Zhejiang, but my husband is in
Henan. Now he is at the Zhengzhou People’s Hospital, and needs a kidney transplant
surgery. I’m wondering if you have any beds available if he is to be transferred to your
hospital or could you…
Dr. Tang: Yes, yes, we do.
Investigator: Oh, then, in a quickest case, how long does he need to wait for the surgery?
Because he is suffering a lot and wants to have it done ASAP.
Dr. Tang: Oh, in the quickest case, it is very quick, really fast! We had a patient who
came in one day and got it done the next day.
Investigator: Generally speaking, how long is the shortest wait time? Can it be done in
one month?
Dr. Tang: Not really, I cannot guarantee you that. The average wait time is three months.
Investigator: Oh, okay, what is an approximate price for such a surgery?
Dr. Tang: You may discuss that with our director later, okay?
Investigator: Oh?
Dr. Tang: I’m not sure about that.
Investigator: Who is your director?
Dr. Tang: Before you come, when you are ready to come, it would be good if you meet
our director first before talking about a hospital transfer.
Investigator: About your director, what is the director’s last name? May I have his phone
number?

Dr. Tang: Our director’s last name is Qiu.
Investigator: How many cases approximately can you do in a year?
Dr. Tang: We do not do a lot.
Investigator: Not that many? So is that due to your technical skills? Are your skills not as
good as those of others?
Dr. Tang: Hum...that’s not true.
Investigator: Oh. If we get him transferred over here, there’ll be a vacant bed for him to
get admitted into your hospital for sure. So how many beds are there in your hospital?
Dr. Tang: We have over 60 beds.
Investigator: Oh, that isn’t too few at all, so no need to worry about that. But now, what
we’re worried about is…the organ’s availability, its wait time, right?
Dr. Tang: Hum.
Investigator: Oh, that is…
Dr. Tang: If you can call tomorrow, call the number ending with 181. You can ask our
Director Qiu yourself, or you just come to see him if you have the time, all right?
Investigator: I just change this number by replacing its last digits with 181, right?
Dr. Tang: Yes. That would be Director Qiu’s phone number.
Investigator: That is Director Qiu’s office, right?
Dr. Tang: Right, right.
Investigator: Oh, good, then I’ll check with him for more details, right?
Dr. Tang: Right, you just ask him, he can give you the answers, all right.
Investigator: Oh, all right, thank you very much, Doctor Tang.
Dr. Tang: All right, you’re welcome.
Investigator: Thanks a lot, ah, all right, all right, thanks.

